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203/27 Pine Street, Brighton, Vic 3186

Bedrooms: 2 Bathrooms: 2 Parkings: 2 Area: 131 m2 Type: Apartment

Anna Notari Sarah Fox
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Contact agent

Discover luxury apartments for sale in Brighton at Sera, an exclusive collection of 13 residences presented by Lowe Living.

Alongside Warren and Mahoney, interiors envisioned with Bec Judd and landscaping by eminent Jack Merlo, Sera

Brighton is the embodiment of exclusivity and lifestyle perfection.The exclusive Sera Brighton display apartment is now

open. Book your private appointment and enjoy the ultimate sophistication that Sera offers.The embodiment of Brighton

exclusivity, coastal resplendence and rich historical identity, Sera Brighton on the corner of Pine Street and Hampton

Street is the key to lifestyle perfection in apartments of distinction by Lowe Living, acclaimed Warren and Mahoney and

eminent Jack Merlo. Sera, Latin for ‘lock’, preserves the essence and tradition of excellence of its historical site with its

arched forms and inspired craftsmanship. With a unique material sincerity and design reverence, the sustainably

conscious residences honour the privilege and beauty of the Brighton area.Warren and Mahoney’s three tier podium

showcases the striking geometry of Sera’s arch design meme in a gentle nod to the architectural identity of the existing

building.An expansive 2 bedroom plus separate study area with relaxing generous light filled living zones that effortlessly

transition through full-height doors to secluded balconies for perfect indoor-outdoor connection. Verdant outdoor

havens feature landscaping by Jack Merlo, framing balcony views and creating spaces that exude comfort and everyday

functionality.Exceptional attention to detail and the utmost functionality is on show in the extra large well appointed

kitchen. Natural stone benchtops and splashback complement the soft grey toned cabinetry. Elevating the culinary

experience, energy-efficient Miele appliances include electric induction cooktops.Pamper yourself in bathrooms elegantly

styled with natural toned finishes delicately paired with high quality fixtures. Natural stone topped vanities celebrate

textural splendour as rich walnut joinery and graphite tapware unite with glazed vertical tiling. Mirrored bathroom

cabinets with feature lighting to master ensuites hold all the essentials.Enjoy the daily benefits of an energy efficient and

sustainable lifestyle with a range of Environmentally Sustainable Design features that are integral to Sera’s green living

experience. Apartments enjoy optimal natural ventilation and light, energy and water efficient appliances and heating and

cooling systems with minimal environmental impact. Travel is easy with carshare and secure undercover bicycle

parking.Car parking within the secure basement completes this landmark offering.In the heart of Dendy Village, just

moments from Brighton’s crystal waters and abundant amenity, Sera articulates the charm and finesse of its prestigious

address.


